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Overview of AI technologies and models Source: [2304.13712] Harnessing the Power of LLMs in Practice: A Survey on ChatGPT and Beyond (arxiv.org)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2304.13712
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ChatGPT

 November 2022

 ChatGPT-3 released, this version of ChatGPT has 175 billion parameters 

and has demonstrated unprecedented levels of language understanding 

and generation, including the ability to perform tasks such as writing 

essays, composing poetry, and even generating computer code.

 March 2023:

 OpenAI launches the API for ChatGPT and makes it available as a paid 

subscription

 ChatGPT 4.0 launched on 14 Mar 2023

- Grouping of 8 models of 220 billion parameters each

- Total parameters for ChatGPT 1.76 Trillion (approx.)
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Watch this space

Base10 Blog - If You’re Not First, You’re Last: How AI Becomes Mission Critical

https://base10.vc/post/generative-ai-mission-critical/
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Cyber Security Risks

51 2 3 4
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51 2 3 4Data Privacy & 

Confidentiality

Enterprise use of AI may result in access and 

processing of sensitive information, intellectual 

property, source code, trade secrets, and other

data, through direct user input or the API,  

including customer or private information and 

confidential information.
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53 3 41 2 Fraud/impersonation

/social engineering

Threat actors use AI for malicious purposes, increasing 

the frequency of their attacks and the complexity level 

some are currently capable of, e.g. phishing attacks, 

fraud, social engineering, and other possible malicious 

use such as with writing malware, although that 

remains a limited capability at this stage.
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53 4 41 3 Threat Actor 

Evolution

Threat actors use AI for malicious purposes, increasing 

the frequency of their attacks and the complexity level 

some are currently capable of, e.g. phishing attacks, 

fraud, social engineering, and other possible malicious 

use such as with writing malware, although that 

remains a limited capability at this stage.

2 3 Insecure Code 

Generation

Code generated by AI could potentially be used 

and deployed without a proper security audit or 

code review to find vulnerable or malicious 

components. This may cause widespread 

deployment of vulnerable code in other systems 

and as “ground truth” in future model learning
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551 3 Threat Actor 

Evolution

Threat actors use AI for malicious purposes, increasing 

the frequency of their attacks and the complexity level 

some are currently capable of, e.g. phishing attacks, 

fraud, social engineering, and other possible malicious 

use such as with writing malware, although that 

remains a limited capability at this stage.

2 3 4 Supply Chain 

Vulnerabilities

LLM application lifecycle can be 

compromised by vulnerable components 

or services, leading to security attacks. 

Using third-party datasets, pre- trained 

models, and plugins can add 

vulnerabilities
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51 2 3 4 Prompt 

Injection

This manipulates a large language model 

(LLM) through crafty inputs, causing 

unintended actions by the LLM. Direct 

injections overwrite system prompts, while 

indirect ones manipulate inputs from 

external sources
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General Risks

 Bias / Misinformation / Morality / ethics

 Unknown training data and algorithm

 Copyright & Ownership

 Model Theft

Source: Is ChatGPT Woke And Biased? 16 Examples That Prove So (theinsaneapp.com)

https://www.theinsaneapp.com/2023/02/chatgpt-woke-examples.html
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Contact us: crcc@bis.org
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